


The Caribbean Moonshine Distillery at the Vineland Premium Outlet Mall in Orlando 
offers a blend of tropical allure and artisanal craftsmanship, setting the stage for an 
unforgettable gathering.

a most extraordinary event 
experience



As you step into the Caribbean Moonshine 
Distillery, you are immediately embraced by the 
intoxicating rhythmic beat of Caribbean-inspired 
tunes. The venue's vibrant colors and rustic 
charm create an inviting atmosphere that 
transports you to a sun-soaked paradise.  The 
open layout allows for a seamless flow, 
encouraging guests to explore and mingle while 
enjoying the many elements of the distillery.

The Venue



The highlight of your event at the Caribbean 
Moonshine Distillery is, of course, the craft spirits. 
A tantalizing array of handcrafted rum based 
moonshines and tropical-infused concoctions 
await your guests at the well-appointed tasting and 
cocktail bars. Expert mixologists are on hand to 
guide attendees through the history of 
moonshining in the Caribbean and Florida, 
creating an unparalleled tasting experience.

Caribbean moonshine, the star 
of the show



The ambiance can be enhanced with the available addition of: 
• Street entertainment 
• Live music
• Souvenir photos with live parrots 
• A selection of culinary options   

Enhance your event



Whether your event is held inside the distillery or spills out onto the charming 
courtyard, the Caribbean Moonshine Distillery offers a backdrop that effortlessly 
combines sophistication with a laid-back island vibe.

Enhance your event



The Caribbean Moonshine Distillery in 
Orlando is more than a venue; it's a 
destination within itself, where every sip, bite, 
and moment is infused with the spirit of the 
islands. So, if you're celebrating a milestone, 
hosting a corporate event, or creating 
cherished memories with loved ones, this 
distinctive venue promises an experience that 
transcends the ordinary, making your event 
truly exceptional.

We are ready to host you



Simple Mix-in = $32 per person / 15 person minimum ($480)

Each guest will receive
• Distillery Mix in 
• Tasting 
• 1 Cocktail coupon
• 1 bottle of shine
• 20% off any purchases
• 6 bar top tables

Host your event at the Distillery as a mix in, sharing the venue with day guests.

Event pricing - Mix in / 3 hours



Private Event = $40 per person / 35 person minimum ($1,400)

Each guest will receive
• Distillery - Private for your guests
• Tasting 
• 2 Cocktail coupons
• 1 bottle of shine
• 20% off any purchases
• 6 bar top tables

Host your event at the Distillery as a private event to only your guests.

Event pricing - private event   
3 hours



Add the following to your event:
• 10 x 10 Food Tent    $250 + Food of your choice
• Photos with Live Parrots   $5, PP
• Street Entertainment (2 hours)   

• Pirates     $300
• Stilt walkers    $50
• Steel Drum Player    $500

• 8ft banquet or 6ft round   $20
• Chairs     $5
• Table linen     $25

Additional hours available for an hourly fee

Event add-ons
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